GRAPHIC NOVELS

Filmic magic realism full of
nostalgia

Beatrice
JORIS MERTENS
1972. In a metropolis reminiscent of both Paris and Brussels, young
Beatrice commutes daily to the Galeries La Brouette, where she
sells gloves. When she finds a photo album in a discarded bag, she
swoons at the images of a young couple in the roaring twenties. She
goes in search of the locations where the photos were taken, but
discovers that most of the buildings have been torn down. Until
she comes across one of the cafés in the photos. Time appears to
have stood still here, and she suddenly finds herself in the 1920s.
She meets the man from the album and lives the young woman’s
life. But all magic comes to an end.

AUTHOR

A triumph of atmosphere and style
KNACK
Joris Mertens (b. 1968) has spent the past

With his wordless debut ‘Beatrice’, Joris Mertens pulls out all the
stops. By playing with alternating perspectives, he never fails to
draw the reader’s gaze to the right place. Detailed drawings
dominated by shades of red and brown do an excellent job of
conveying the bustling city in contrast with Beatrice’s loneliness.
Drenched in nostalgia and melancholy, ‘Beatrice’ is a story full of
enchantment and atmosphere.

Dazzling, both graphically and emotionally.
Unprecedented. ‘Béatrice’ is a surprising,
virtuoso and poetic piece of work
LE FIGARO

25 years working as a set designer, art
director, illustrator, storyboard artist,
photographer and graphic designer. His work
has given him a great deal of experience of
telling stories through atmosphere, imagery
and storyboarding, true to the idea of ‘show,
don’t tell’. It was therefore only a matter of
time before he produced a graphic novel, in
which the drawings are the real medium:
Beatrice is his debut. Photo © Joris Mertens
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